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Optimizing Third-Party 
Contributions to meeting 
energy-efficiency goals



Ecos Consulting’s view of 
third-party roles

• Firm started in California 
• a utility-support organization: “arms and 

Legs” as part of 40% of the 80% 
• successful CPUC program: CFLs in 

hard-to-reach ethnic grocery stores for 
SCE and SDG&E in 2002-2003 as part 
of 20%

• Energy Trust of Oregon: a multi-
megawatt multi-year pay-for-
performance residential retrofit program



Selected California 
Programs

• 1996-97 SCE Pilot Compact Fluorescent Bulb 
Energy Efficient Retail Lighting Initiative  

• 1998 Small Business LED Exit Sign Program
• 1999-2001 California Residential Lighting 

Program (CRLAP)
• 2001 Residential SBX1-5 Lighting Incentive 

Program
• 2001 Multi-Family - Residential Contractor 

Program
• 2002-03 CPUC Ethnic Grocery CFL Program
• 2002-03 CPUC LiteVend
• 2002- 03  CPUC LightWash Commercial Washer 
• 2000-06 CEC Product Standards 



John Graham’s 
background with  third-

party delivery
• 27 years in energy efficiency, including 

22 years in utilities; certified California 
residential auditor 

• Worked with third-party providers in 
resource acquisition, codes and 
standards, market transformation—
Western Utilities Consortium--, and 
performance contracting

• Five years in the third-party provider 
market, working to integrate delivery of 
end-use renewables with efficiency



Observations on 
optimization

• Define utility’s role with customers: e.g. 
vendor or partner?

• long-term strategic relationship, or a 
short-term tactical program 

• Is there unique intellectual capital owned 
by the contractor, or relationships the 
third-party has developed,  that the utility 
would benefit from renting?



Impediments and ground 
rules

• Contractor speed versus utility speed
• Badging: one week versus one year
• Internal utility communications versus 

utility communications with customers 
and media

• Payment approaches, financing: 7% vs
14%

• Flexibility on both sides
• Adaptation: Subcontractors and their 

nuances
• Proposals versus qualifications



Some Initial Conclusions 

• In a time of heightened goals, fixed 
resources, and diminishing savings, 
utilities and third-party providers need 
clear understanding of one another’s 
strengths and needs

• There are concerns and effects beyond 
energy efficiency, such as economic 
development, environmental impacts, 
technology migration, and others
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